U. P. Institute of Design, Noida organised a design contest “Design Hackathon” on 7 th
September 2019. The institute was host to shortlisted teams from all over the country
& diverse backgrounds working on different design themes like - Smart mobility,
waste management & Healthcare.
Prof. Amit Ray, HOD of Design, Shiv Nadar university was the chief guest. Prof. Ray
motivated the teams and told them about the importance of nature and talked about
Bio mimicry. He added that we can learn a lot from nature and bring about innovation
in the designs we develop.
The jury panel had eminent personalities from the design industry and academics
includingMr. Naveen Rampal (Renowned Design consultant),
Mr. Sunil Kumar Tyagi (Director, Noun Design),
Mr.Sharad Chauhan(Chief Designer& partner,GDD),
who found the ideas and designs of the participating teams promising and which could
be taken forward for addressing the current problems of our nation. The convener, Dr.
Kumar Sambhav expressed his views on the Design contest underlining the
importance of addressing the present day challenges. Institute director, Prof. Virendra
Pathak , concluded the session emphasising the relevance of co-designing that helps
in perceiving solutions that can help address diverse set of issues. He also added that
the institute will conduct more such events in future and mentioned that the young
students hold the key of building a Smarter India. Overall the feedback of the design
contest was a huge inspiration towards addressing present day challenges & the
participants enjoyed themselves thoroughly. All the participants were given
certificates & the winning teams were awarded with prize money.
Video Highlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbbvJk7lBS4&t=12s
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